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SUMMARY
Impairment of long-term potentiation (LTP) is a common feature of many pre-clinical models of neurological disorders; however, studies

in humans are limited by the inaccessibility of the brain.Human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) provide a unique opportunity to

study LTP in disease-specific genetic backgrounds. Here we describe a multi-electrode array (MEA)-based assay to investigate chemically

induced LTP (cLTP) across entire networks of hiPSC-derivedmidbrain dopaminergic (DA) and cortical neuronal populations that lasts for

days, allowing studies of the late phases of LTP and enabling detection of associatedmolecular changes.We show that cLTP onmidbrain

DA neuronal networks is largely independent of the N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDAR) and partially dependent on brain-derived

neurotrophic factor (BDNF). Finally, we describe activity-regulated gene expression induced by cLTP. This cLTP-MEA assay platform will

enable phenotype discovery and higher-throughput analyses of synaptic plasticity on hiPSC-derived neurons.
INTRODUCTION

The advent of human induced pluripotent stem cell

(hiPSC) technology (Nakagawa et al., 2008; Takahashi

et al., 2007) has provided unique opportunities to study

neurological disorders because of the difficulties accessing

the human brain. Although animal models have been

crucial for studies of neurological disease (Kolb, 1984),

they are limited because they donot reflect aspects of devel-

opment, genetics, and disease mechanisms unique to the

human brain. These experimental gaps can potentially be

addressed by hiPSCs. Indeed, there has been a great deal

of progress in the development of methods to produce

brain cells from hiPSCs (Hasselmann and Blurton-Jones,

2020; Tao and Zhang, 2016), positioning the field to

develop in vitro constructs that reflect the functionality of

the human brain.

A crucial aspect of neuronal function is the ability to

modify the strength and efficacy of synaptic transmission

through activity-dependent mechanisms, collectively

referred to as synaptic plasticity. Synaptic plasticity is crit-

ical across many processes, including development, ho-

meostasis, learning and memory, and recovery from injury

(Mateos-Aparicio and Rodriguez-Moreno, 2019). The most

widely studied form of synaptic plasticity is long-term

potentiation (LTP), which leads to long-lasting strength-

ening of synapses in response to specific types of stimula-
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tion (Bliss and Lomo, 1973; Nicoll, 2017). LTP is considered

the biological substrate for learning and memory, and its

impairment is a prominent feature of many pre-clinical

models of neurological disorders, including Alzheimer’s

disease (Selkoe, 2002), Parkinson’s disease (Picconi et al.,

2012), autism (Jung et al., 2013), schizophrenia (Mould

et al., 2021), bipolar disorder (Zak et al., 2018), and drug

addiction (Mameli and Luscher, 2011). Thus, establishing

approaches to assess LTP in hiPSC-derived neurons is essen-

tial for disease modeling.

Extensive research over the last decades has focused on

different forms of LTP, including postsynaptic and presyn-

aptic forms, those that depend on the N-methyl-D-

aspartate receptor (NMDAR) subclass of glutamate receptors

(Luscher and Malenka, 2012), and those that are NMDAR

independent (Alkadhi, 2021). Regardless of the form of

LTP, at nearly all glutamatergic synapses, LTP induction de-

pends on an initial rise in cytosolic Ca2+ concentration via

NMDARs, voltage-gated calcium channels (VGCCs), cal-

cium-permeable a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazole

propionic acid receptors (CP-AMPARs), or release from

internal stores, which triggers activation of kinase

cascades, including cyclic adenosine monophosphate

(cAMP)-dependent protein kinase A (PKA) and Ca2+/

calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII), that

potentiate synaptic transmission (Nicoll, 2017; Padamsey

et al., 2019). These initial events, known as early-phase
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LTP (E-LTP), rely on protein trafficking, whereas, during the

subsequent late phase of LTP (L-LTP), longer-lasting

changes are elicited in a transcription-dependent manner,

leading to stabilization of synaptic enlargement (Baltaci

et al., 2019). Other factors also contribute to the induction

andmaintenance of LTP. For example, the receptor tyrosine

kinase TrkB, activated by its ligand brain-derived neurotro-

phic factor (BDNF), is a potentmodulator ofmultiple forms

of LTP (Johnstone and Mobley, 2020).

LTP is typically induced through high-frequency tetanic

stimulation of the presynaptic axon of a synapse (Nicoll,

2017), which has the drawback of transiently activating

only a small number of synapses. To overcome this limita-

tion, chemical stimulation protocols have been developed

to induce LTP across many synapses, enabling studies of

network-wide effects and increasing the feasibility of de-

tecting associated molecular changes (Molnar, 2011).

Here we take advantage of this approach to develop a plat-

form to study LTP in networks of hiPSC-derived neurons,

using a chemical LTP (cLTP) protocol based on the adeny-

late cyclase activator forskolin (FSK) and the phosphodies-

terase inhibitor rolipram (ROL) to increase cAMP levels,

activating PKA and stimulating the biochemicalmachinery

that underlies LTP (Otmakhov et al., 2004). We developed

the assay on multi-electrode arrays (MEAs), which allow

recording across a neuronal network in a non-invasive

manner over extended periods of time that are critical for

L-LTP. MEAs have been broadly used to study synaptic

plasticity (Brofiga et al., 2021), including with chemical

paradigms on rodent neurons (Arnold et al., 2005;

Niedringhaus et al., 2012; Pegoraro et al., 2010).

Here, to study LTP on hiPSC-derived neuronal networks,

we applied FSK/ROL-mediated cLTP to hiPSC-derived

midbrain-dopaminergic and cortical neuronal populations

on 48-wellMEA plates that facilitate higher throughput an-

alyses. Like cultures of primary rodent neurons (Opitz et al.,

2002), hiPSCs and human embryonic stem cell-derived

neurons self-organize into networks that generate sponta-

neous, synchronous bursts of action potentials across elec-

trodes, termed network bursts (NBs) (Heikkila et al., 2009;

Odawara et al., 2014).We demonstrate that FSK/ROL-medi-

ated cLTP induces long-lasting increases in firing rate and

NB frequency up to 72 h after drug washout. We show

that these effects on midbrain-dopaminergic neuronal

networks are largely independent of the NMDAR; indepen-

dent of L-, R- and T-type VGCCs and CP-AMPAR; and

partially dependent on BDNF and other unidentified fac-

tors released into the medium. Finally, we demonstrate

that, in response to FSK/ROL treatment, there is a rapid in-

crease in phosphorylated cAMP-response element-binding

protein (CREB) and induction of activity-regulated gene

expression. These results support the utility of this plat-

form for investigations of LTP in hiPSC-derived neurons.
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RESULTS

Characterization of the iDopa cell population

To develop an hiPSC-based assay to study LTP, we focused

on commercially available hiPSC-derived dopaminergic

(DA) neurons in co-culture with hiPSC-derived astrocytes

(iDopa and iAstro; Fujifilm Cellular Dynamics), as consis-

tent, cryo-preserved cell populations. Our characterization

of two independent experiments by immunofluorescence

and RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) of iDopa/iAstro co-cultures

at a ratio of 8:1 (hereafter referred to as iDopa cultures)

indicated that iDopa neurons are a mixed population of

primarily midbrain DA neurons, in addition to glutamater-

gic and gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA)ergic neurons,

resembling cell types present across midbrain DA regions

(Asgrimsdottir and Arenas, 2020; Kim et al., 2019; Poulin

et al., 2020; Tiklova et al., 2019; Figures S1A–S1D). We de-

tected expression ofmultiplemarkers described as enriched

in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) or substantia nigra, sug-

gesting that the iDopa cell population contains both types

(Figure S1E). LTP is known to be important in midbrain DA

nuclei, especially the VTA, where glutamatergic and

GABAergic synaptic transmission are critical regulators of

DA neuron activity and are thought to play important roles

in neurological disease, including drug addiction and

schizophrenia (Chen et al., 2021; Langlois and Nugent,

2017). Thus, there is a need to develop hiPSC-based

functional assays to model LTP in the VTA.

cLTP induces long-lasting potentiation of iDopa

neuronal network activity

We next assessed iDopa network activity on 48-well MEA

plates (Axion BioSystems), a format that allows pharmaco-

logical interrogation ofmultiple independent networks. By

3–4 weeks after plating, iDopa cultures exhibited consis-

tent baseline network activity (Table S1), as reported by

others (Ronchi et al., 2021; Yokoi et al., 2019). To assess

network excitation and inhibition, we treated the culture

with the NMDAR blocker (2R)-amino-5-phosphonovaleric

acid (APV), the AMPAR and kainate receptor blocker cyan-

quixaline (CNQX), and the GABA type A receptor (GA-

BAAR) blocker picrotoxin (PTX). Results from this analysis

showed that NBs were lost in the presence of CNQX

(Figures S2B and S2E), strongly reduced in frequency by

AP5 (Figures S2C and S2E), and increased in frequency by

PTX (Figures S2D and S2E). These results suggest that,

although NBs are primarily driven by and dependent on

AMPARs, NMDARs also contribute to this excitatory drive,

which is weakly refined by GABAAR-mediated inhibition.

We next tested an FSK/ROL-mediated cLTP paradigm

(Figures 1A–1C). On the day of the assay, the medium

was changed, and after 2 h, 50 mM FSK and 0.1 mM ROL

were added. After 30 min, multiple medium changes were



Figure 1. FSK/ROL treatment of iDopa neuronal networks potentiates activity that persists after drug washout
(A) Representative raster plots of MEA recordings from CTRL (DMSO) and cLTP-treated wells from recordings at baseline, at 30 min (while
drugs are still present in the medium), and at the indicated times after FSK/ROL washout. Each row of the raster plot shows a recording from
a single electrode (of 16 total electrodes), with bursts shown in blue. The histogram at the top of the raster plot shows the sum of well-wide
spikes at the indicated time in seconds.
(B and C) Analysis of WMFR and bursting parameters (B) and NB and SI parameters (C) for the experiment in (A).
(D) Analysis after treatment with cLTP drugs at concentrations that model residual drugs remaining after washout (FSK = 41.6 nM,
ROL = 83.3 pM) versus those used to elicit cLTP (FSK = 50 mM, ROL = 0.1 mM).
Wells per treatment group: (B) and (C), n = 9; (D), n = 4. two-way ANOVA, Sidak’s multiple comparison test. Data are shown as mean ± SD,
and p values are indicated as *0.05 > p R 0.01; **0.01 > p R 0.001; ***0.001 > p R 0.0001; ****p < 0.0001. The experiment is
representative of more than 10 independent experiments. See also Figure S3.
performed to wash out the drugs. Initially, during treat-

ment with FSK/ROL, we observed disrupted network orga-

nization with increased tonic activity, as reflected by

decreased numbers of bursts, increased weighted mean

firing rate (WMFR; mean firing rate based on only active

electrodes with activity > 5 spikes per minute), decreased

network synchrony index (SI), and highly increased

network inter-burst interval coefficient of variation (IBI

CV), indicating that NBs are spurious and do not occur in

a rhythmic pattern. By 1 h after drug washout, we observed

a persistent increase inWMFR, accompanied by recovery of

network organization, as indicated by return of network IBI

CV to baseline levels, and an increased number of NBs that
persisted for 72 h. The increased NB frequency is associated

with reduced NB duration and fewer spikes per NB

(Figures 1B and 1C). This observation is consistent with re-

ports of an inverse correlation between burst frequency

and burst duration, explained by a dependency on the

availability of glutamate synaptic vesicles when there is a

short recovery window (<30 s) after bursting (Cohen and

Segal, 2011). Although, 4 h after washout, the SI is still

reduced compared with baseline, it nears baseline levels

by 24 h and is restored to baseline levels by 48 h (Figure 1C).

By 96 h, firing andnetwork bursting rates return to baseline

levels (data not shown). In Figure 2, results from this exper-

iment are shown as raw values to illustrate that all wells
Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 17 j 2141–2155 j September 13, 2022 2143



Figure 2. cLTP-treated wells respond similarly across multiple metrics relative to baseline values
Panels show the change over time for raw values for each control (blue) and FSK/ROL treated well (red) shown in Figures 1A–1C for the
indicated metrics. Recordings were acquired for 5 min for each time point. For WMFR, FSK/ROL-treated and CTRL wells are graphed together
as well as separately for clarity. n = 9 wells.
exhibit FSK/ROL-mediated potentiation of firing and

bursting and respond similarly acrossmultiplemetrics rela-

tive to baseline values. Finally, to address the possibility

that persistent increases in activity are caused by residual

levels of FSK/ROL remaining after washout (approximately

42 nM and 83 pM, respectively), we show that continuous

exposure to these low levels of cLTP drugs does not affect

network activity (Figure 1D).

The cLTP-mediated effects were highly reproducible

across eight experiments, resulting in a signature of

increased WMFR and NB frequency along with decreased

NB duration and spikes per NB, shown in heatmaps of sig-

nificance and Z score for percent change from baseline for

selected metrics over 72 h after drug wash-off (Figures S3A–

S3C) and in raster plots (Figure S3D). Six of the eight

experiments were tracked for 96 h, and four of these still

exhibited the increased WMFR and NB frequency pheno-

type at 72 h (experiments 1–6; Figures S3A–S3C). By 96 h,

network activity had returned to baseline (data not shown).

These results are consistent with the interpretation that a
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30-min exposure to FSK/ROL increases excitation in the

network after drug washout, resulting in increased firing

rates and network bursting, reflecting E-LTP initially and

then L-LTP for up to 72 h.

cLTP-mediated potentiation of iDopa neuronal

networks is not prevented by blocking NMDAR, CP-

AMPAR, and L-, R-, and T-type VGCCs

Studies of FSK/ROL-mediated cLTP on rat hippocampal sli-

ces have led to opposite conclusions regarding NMDAR

dependence. In one report, cLTP was shown to be

NMDAR independent under adenosine A1 receptor

blockade (Lu and Gean, 1999), but in another, cLTP was

blocked by APV (Otmakhov et al., 2004). Recent studies

of FSK/ROL-induced plasticity on hiPSC-derived cortical

neurons also reported NMDAR dependence (Fink et al.,

2021). Thus, we investigated the effects of blocking

NMDAR with APV on FSK/ROL-mediated cLTP. iDopa cul-

tures were pretreated with 50 mM APV for 30 min, eliciting

the expected decrease in NB frequency (Figures 3A and 3B).



Figure 3. FSK/ROL-mediated cLTP on iDopa
neuronal networks is largely NMDAR-inde-
pendent
(A) Timeline of drug additions/washouts and
recording time points.
(B) Analysis of response to APV pretreatment.
n = 24 wells per treatment group. Unpaired t
test.
(C) Analysis of cLTP on APV-treated wells. n = 6
wells per treatment group.
Two-way ANOVA, Tukey’s multiple comparisons
test. Data are shown as mean ± SD, and p
values are indicated as *0.05 > p R 0.01;
**0.01 > pR 0.001; ***0.001 > p R 0.0001;
****p < 0.0001. The experiment is represen-
tative of three independent experiments.
After APV pretreatment, FSK/ROL were added for 30 min,

followed by APV/FSK/ROL washout (Figure 3A). We

observed that, for control wells treated with APV, NB

frequency returned to baseline after drug washout (Fig-

ure 3C). However, for cLTP wells treated with APV, we

observed a mild reduction in NB frequency 4 h after FSK/

ROL/APV washout but not at 24 h (Figure 3C). This sug-

gests that although there is a minor contribution, cLTP is

largely NMDAR independent. We then considered depen-

dence on two other potential sources of calcium entry asso-

ciated with some forms of NMDAR-independent LTP:

L-type VGCCs and CP-AMPARs (Alkadhi, 2021). Using a

similar paradigm as described above (pretreatment, fol-

lowed by addition of FSK/ROL and then drug washout),

we tested the L-type VGCC blocker nifedipine (100 mM)

and the CP-AMPAR blocker 1-naphthyl acetyl spermine

(NASPM) (4.8 mM). We observed that neither reduced

cLTP-induced potentiation (Figures S4A and S4B) and

that nifedipine caused a mild increase in NB frequency, as

reported previously for rat hippocampal neurons on

MEAs (Arnold et al., 2005). Finally, because FSK-induced

plasticity is thought to have a presynaptic component

(Chavez-Noriega and Stevens, 1994; Kaneko and Takaha-

shi, 2004; Sakaba and Neher, 2001), we considered the

contribution of R-type VGCCs, a source of calcium entry

associated with some presynaptic forms of LTP (Castillo,

2012). As we observed for nifedipine and NASPM, NiCl2
(500 mM), which selectively blocks R- and T-type VGCCs,

did not decrease cLTP-induced potentiation; however, it
did cause an increase in WMFR at 24 h compared with

FSK/ROL alone (Figure S4C). In follow-up studies, it will

be important to determine whether calcium entry is

required for cLTP on iDopa neuronal networks and, if so,

the source(s).

Factors released into the medium, including BDNF,

contribute to the maintenance of cLTP-mediated

potentiation of iDopa neuronal networks after FSK/

ROL washout

BDNF is a regulator of L-LTP (Panja and Bramham, 2014;

Park and Poo, 2013). Based on reported observations that

cAMP elevation through FSK-induced potentiation acti-

vates TrkB and is attenuated by BDNF elimination (Patter-

son et al., 2001), we next explored the contribution of

BDNF and TrkB to the maintenance of cLTP-mediated

potentiation on iDopa cultures. First, we wanted to deter-

mine whether FSK/ROL elicited BDNF secretion. In two ex-

periments, we observed that conditioned medium (CM)

from cLTP-treated wells (cLTP-CM), collected 1 h after

FSK/ROL washout, exhibited an average of 3.82 ± 0.8-fold

increase in BDNF (1.44 ± 0.35 ng/mL) compared with CM

from controls (CTRL-CM) (0.37 ± 0.014 ng/mL), based on

an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) (Fig-

ure S5). We found that, for FSK/ROL-treated wells where

the medium had been removed 1 h after washout and

replaced with fresh medium or CTRL-CM from vehicle-

treated wells, potentiation was strongly reduced,

with decreased WMFR and NB frequency 4 and 24 h after
Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 17 j 2141–2155 j September 13, 2022 2145



Figure 4. Factors released into the medium, including BDNF, contribute to the maintenance of cLTP-mediated potentiation of
iDopa neuronal networks after FSK/ROL washout
(A) Timeline of drug and CM addition/removal and recording time points.
(B) Representative raster plots for the indicated treatments where, 1 h after FSK/ROL or vehicle washout, the medium was removed and
replaced with CTRL-CM or cLTP-CM. In some wells, 8 nM BDNF or 2 mg/mL TrkB-Fc was added along with the CM. CTRL, vehicle (DMSO)-
treated well; cLTP, cLTP-treated well; cLTP-CM, CM from a cLTP-treated well collected 1 h after FSK/ROL washout; CTRL-CM, CM collected
1 h after vehicle (DMSO) washout.
(C) Analysis of WMFR and number of NB parameters for the experiment shown in (A). n = 6 wells per treatment group. Two-way ANOVA,
Sidak’s multiple comparisons test. Data are shown as mean ± SD. The p values for crosswise comparisons are shown in boxes over graphs.
The experiment is representative of three independent experiments. See also Figure S6.
FSK/ROLwashout. In contrast, potentiation could bemain-

tained when the medium was replaced with cLTP-CM (Fig-

ure S6A). Across four independent experiments, we

observed that replacing medium in CTRL, vehicle-treated

wells with cLTP-CM resulted in increased NB frequency at

the 4-h time point. In two of the four experiments,

increased NB frequency persisted until 24 h, and in one,

increased WMFR was also observed at 4 h (Figure 4; data

not shown). However, in contrast to FSK/ROL treatment,

when cLTP-CM was added to naive CTRL wells and then

washed out after 30 min, activity rapidly returned to base-
2146 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 17 j 2141–2155 j September 13, 2022
line (Figure S6B). These results demonstrate that, during

the first hour after FSK/ROL washout, factors necessary

for cLTP maintenance are released into the medium. Our

observations that addition of cLTP-CM to vehicle-treated

wells induces transient potentiation whereas addition of

cLTP-CM to cLTP-treated wells had longer-lasting effects

suggest that the early phase of cLTP induced upon FSK/

ROL addition and a late phase after drug washout are

required to elicit longer-lasting potentiation.

We next tested whether cLTP-CM-mediated potentiation

is BDNF dependent. First, we tested whether BDNF is



sufficient to rescue the inability of CTRL-CM to maintain

potentiation after cLTP-CM has been removed from

FSK/ROL-treated wells. The medium was removed 1 h after

FSK/ROL or vehicle washout and replaced with CTRL-CM,

to which we added 8 nM BDNF. Consistent with reports

that BDNF potentiates neuronal activity (Panja and Bram-

ham, 2014; Park and Poo, 2013), we observed that addition

of CTRL-CM + BDNF to vehicle-treated wells or cLTP-

treated wells resulted in increased WMFR and NB

frequency at 4 h and increased WMFR, but not increased

NBs, at 24 h (Figure 4). Thus, addition of BDNF was not

sufficient to rescue the inability of CTRL-CM to maintain

increased NB frequency at 24 h in cLTP-treated cultures.

For WMFR, because CTRL-CM + BDNF caused an increase

at 24 h for vehicle- and cLTP-treated wells, we could not

distinguish specifically whether BDNF was sufficient to

rescue the inability of CTRL-CM to maintain WMFR. We

next wanted to determine whether BDNF was necessary

for cLTP-CM-mediated potentiation. To block BDNF, we

used a TrkB-Fc receptor body, a BDNF scavenger

(Panja and Bramham, 2014). We tested cLTP-treated

wells by removing the medium 1 h after FSK/ROL

washout and replacing it with cLTP-CM, to which we

added 2 mg/mL TrkB-Fc. In two independent experiments,

addition of TrkB-Fc, but not the human immunoglobulin

G (IgG) used as a CTRL, resulted in reduced WMFR

and NB frequency at 24 and 48 h compared with cLTP

alone (Figures 4 and S6C). Our observation that TrkB-Fc

reduces but does not block cLTP-mediated potentiation

suggests that BDNF is necessary to consolidate potentia-

tion, but it is not sufficient. These experiments show that

BDNF is a critical component of cLTP-CM, but other

unidentified factors released into the medium are also

required.

Withdrawal of stimulatory factors from the culture

medium is important for FSK/ROL-mediated potenti-

ation of iDopa neuronal networks

All cLTP experiments were conducted after withdrawal of

BrainPhys supplements, which include 1 mM cAMP and

20 ng/mL BDNF (Experimental procedures). Because of

the central roles of cAMP and BDNF in LTP, we wanted to

determine whether it was important that these factors

are withdrawn before cLTP is performed. Thus, on the

day before the assay, when BrainPhys supplements are

withdrawn, cAMP or BDNF was added back for the

remainder of the assay. We observed that addition of

20 ng/mL BDNF does not prevent FSK/ROL-mediated

potentiation; however, it does reduce the increase in num-

ber of NBs (Figure S7). In contrast, apart from a mild in-

crease in WMFR at 4 h, potentiation is blocked when

1 mM cAMP is added (Figure S7). This result is consistent

with observations that prolonged synaptic stimulation pre-
vents LTP responses, a phenomenon known as ‘‘LTP occlu-

sion’’ (Huang and Kandel, 1998), and suggests that it is

important to perform the cLTP assay under conditions

where stimulatory medium supplements, such as cAMP,

are removed.

cLTP on iDopa neuronal networks induces

phosphorylation of CREB and increased IEG protein

expression

We then investigated activation of the transcription factor

CREB, a major transcriptional effector of LTP (Bourtchu-

ladze et al., 1994), by assessing phosphorylation at the

PKA-dependent phosphorylation site Ser-133 in cLTP-

treated iDopa cultures. As expected, in response to

increased cAMP levels from FSK/ROL treatment, the num-

ber of phosphorylated CREB (phCREB)-positive neuronal

nuclei increased 30 min after FSK/ROL washout and then

gradually declined (Figures 5A, 5B, and 5G), suggesting im-

mediate phosphorylation followed by progressive dephos-

phorylation. Consistent with CREB activation, we also

observed increased protein expression of the CREB-depen-

dent immediate-early genes (IEGs) EGR1, and FOS (Davis

et al., 2003; Knapska and Kaczmarek, 2004) (Figures 5C–

5F, 5H, and 5I).

cLTP on iDopa neuronal networks induces activity-

regulated gene expression

The late phase of LTP relies on transcription of a canonical

gene network (Bliim et al., 2016). To characterize gene

expression changes induced by cLTP on iDopa cultures, we

performed RNA-seq 5 h after FSK/ROL or vehicle washout

on three replicates and observed 407 upregulated and 143

downregulated differentially expressed genes (DEGs)

(p < 0.05, Benjamini-Hochberg [BH] adjusted) (Figures 6A

and 6B; Table S2). Gene Ontology (GO) analysis of upregu-

lated DEGs showed significant associations with biological

process terms related to activity-regulated gene expression,

such as ‘‘synaptic plasticity,’’ ‘‘circadian rhythm’’ (Bolsius

et al., 2021), and ‘‘glucocorticoid stimulus’’ (Arango-Lievano

et al., 2019; Figure 6D; Table S3).

Canonical neuronal activity-regulated gene expression

signatures have been described that are common across

different stimulation paradigms and brain regions (Gray

and Spiegel, 2019). To distinguish canonical activity-regu-

lated gene expression, we compared upregulated DEGs

induced by cLTP on iDopa cultures with two reported

studies of activity-regulated gene expression in cultured

neurons: (1) mouse cortical neurons induced by contin-

uous exposure to potassium chloride (KCl), assayed at the

1- and 6-h time points (Spiegel et al., 2014), and (2)

hiPSC-derived cortical neurons induced by continuous

exposure to the voltage-gated potassium channel antago-

nist 4-aminopyridine (4AP) and the GABAAR antagonist
Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 17 j 2141–2155 j September 13, 2022 2147



Figure 5. cLTP on iDopa neuronal networks induces phosphorylation of CREB and increased IEG protein expression
(A–F) Representative confocal images of cLTP and CTRL (DMSO)-treated cultures, fixed 30 min after FSK/ROL washout.
(A0–F0) Channels uncoupled from merges shown in (A)–(F). Cultures were immunostained with the neuronal marker MAP2 (green), the
nuclear marker DAPI (blue), and, for (A) and (B), Ser 133 phCREB (red); (C) and (D), FOS (red); and (E) and (F) EGR1 (red). Scale bar in (A),
50 mm for all images shown.
(G–I) Quantification of MAP2+ neurons co-positive for (G) phCREB, (H) FOS, or (I) EGR1. n = 4 wells per treatment group, 25 fields per well.
Data are shown as mean ± SD.
The experiment is representative of two independent experiments.
bicuculline (BIC) at the 1- and 4-h time points (Pruunsild

et al., 2017; Figure 6E; Table S4). At the 1-h time point for

these two datasets, we observed 27 of 407 upregulated

DE-Gs in common with the iDopa dataset, consisting pri-

marily of transcriptional regulators (14 of 27), including

IEGs whose expression presumably persisted in the cLTP-

induced iDopa cultures to the 5-h time point, when RNA-

seq was performed. Interestingly, three genes, reported as

activity-regulated human-specific IEGs without mouse or-

thologs (Pruunsild et al., 2017) (BRE-AS1, LINC00473,

and ZNF331) were also upregulated by cLTP on iDopa

cultures (Table S4), underscoring the system’s utility for

studying the proposed evolutionary divergence of synaptic

plasticity in humans and rodents (Hardingham et al., 2018;

Qiu et al., 2016). Comparison of the later time points, 6 and

4 h for the mouse and hiPSC cortical neuron datasets,

respectively, revealed that 35% (134 of 380) of upregulated

DEGs (minus DEGs from the 1-h time point) in the iDopa

dataset were in common with at least one of the other

two datasets, highlighting canonical neuronal activity-

regulated genes (Table S4). These include BDNF and
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NTRK2, consistent with our observation that BDNF/TrkB-

signaling contributes to cLTP-mediated potentiation of

iDopa neuronal networks.

246 DEGs were upregulated in the cLTP-induced iDopa

cultures but not the hiPSC or mouse cortical cultures (Fig-

ure 6E; Table S4). GO analyses of these 246 DEGs revealed

that multiple significant associations with terms relevant

to neural plasticity were still present when compared

with GO analyses of the original 407 DEG dataset (Fig-

ure 6D). These included, for biological process, ‘‘synaptic

signaling’’ and for cellular components, ‘‘synapse,’’ suggest-

ing that cLTP induces a distinctive set of genes expressed at

the synapse either associated with the specific composition

of iDopa cultures or induction paradigm. Of the 46 cLTP-

induced genes associated with the GO cellular component

term ‘‘synapse’’ (Table S3), 23.9% (11 of 46) have been iden-

tified in a recent study (Hu et al., 2018) as loci associated

with the neurological disorders schizophrenia (CHGB,

GRIN2A, IL10RA, LDLRAD4, SFRP1, SLC18A1, and TIMP3)

and nicotine addiction (CACNB2, CHRNA6, ELM O 1,

GRIN2A, and PDE4D), notable in light of associations of



Figure 6. Analysis of cLTP-induced gene expression changes on iDopa neuronal networks 5 h after FSK/ROL washout
(A) Volcano plot showing DEGs comparing cLTP and CTRL (DMSO)-treated co-cultures. Three replicates for each condition were averaged
before comparison. Red dots represent genes with a fold change (FC) of 2 or greater and Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p-value (BH Padj) of
0.05 or less.
(B) Heatmap of significant DEGs (BH Padj% 0.05) comparing cLTP and CTRL (DMSO)-treated cultures. Three replicates for each condition
are shown, with values as row Z scores per gene of Log2(TPM+1)-transformed value (TPM: transcript per million).
(C) Pie chart illustrating classification of the 407 genes significantly upregulated by cLTP.
(D) Dot plot of selected enriched GO terms for biological processes (red), molecular functions (green), and cellular components (blue) for
upregulated DEGs when comparing cLTP- and CTRL -treated iDopa cultures. Dot size indicates the number of genes that change, and color in-
dicates FC in the number of cLTP upregulated DEGs over the number of expected genes. The significance of associationwith the GO term is shown
on the x axis. Termswithout arrows are from analyses of all 407 DEGs significantly upregulated by cLTP. Terms with arrows are from an analysis of
the 246-gene subset of cLTP upregulated DE-Gs that do not overlap with mouse and human iPSC cortical neuron datasets described in (E).
(E) Venn diagrams comparing overlap of significantly upregulated genes from cLTP-treated iDopa cultures with those from KCl-treated
mouse primary cortical neurons at 1 h (top) and 6 h (bottom) (Spiegel et al., 2014) and 4AP- and BIC-treated hiPSC-derived cortical
neurons at 1 h (top) and 4 h (bottom) (Pruunsild et al., 2017).
See also Tables S2, S3, and S4.
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Figure 7. FSK/ROL treatment of hiPSC-derived cortical neuronal networks potentiates activity that persists after drug washout
(A) Raster plots from recordings at baseline, at 30 min (while drugs are still present in the medium), and at the indicated times after
FSK/ROL washout.
(B and C) Immunostaining of hiPSC-derived cortical neurons showing Tuj1-positive neurons (green), many of which are co-positive for the
layer V/VI cortical neuron marker CTIP2 (red in B). Glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP)-positive astrocytes (red in C) are also present in the
culture. DAPI is shown in blue. Scale bar in (A), 50 mm for both images.
(D) Analysis of WMFR and number of NB parameters for the experiment shown in (A).
n = 5–6 wells per treatment group. two-way ANOVA, Sidak’s multiple comparisons test. Data are shown as mean ± SD, and p values are
indicated as *0.05 > p R 0.01; **0.01 > p R 0.001; ***0.001 > p R 0.0001; ****p < 0.0001. The experiment is representative of two
independent experiments.
these disorders with theVTA (Chen et al., 2021). Significant

associations with terms related to the FSK/ROL paradigm,

such as ‘‘cAMP catabolic process,’’ were also found (Fig-

ure 6D; Table S3). These results demonstrate the potential

of using hiPSCs to study mechanisms that underlie activ-

ity-regulated gene expression and neural plasticity.
cLTP induces long-lasting potentiation of hiPSC-

derived cortical neuronal network activity

LTP has been observed across numerous regions of the

mammalian CNS (Kim and Linden, 2007). After demon-

strating chemical induction of phenotypes consistent

with LTP on iDopa cultures, we next applied the assay to

hiPSC-derived cortical neurons we produced. After 4 weeks

of differentiation from the neural progenitor cell stage, the

culture is comprised primarily of neurons, many of which
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are positive for the layer V/VI marker CTIP2, with smaller

contributions of astrocytes (Figures 7B and 7C). Cells

were then plated on MEAs in co-culture with primary

human astrocytes (PHAs). We observed that, as for iDopa/

iAstro co-cultures, cortical/PHA co-cultures treated with

FSK/ROL exhibited persistently increased WMFR and NB

frequency after drug washout (Figures 7A and 7D), suggest-

ing that the cLTP assay can be extended to the study of LTP

in hiPSC-derived neurons from different brain regions.
DISCUSSION

We describe the development of an MEA-based platform

using chemical induction to model LTP on hiPSC-derived

neuronal networks. This label-free, non-destructive

approach enables tracking of L-LTP for days after



induction. Its 48-well format is amenable to higher-

throughput analyses.

FSK/ROL treatment is a well-established cLTP paradigm.

Our contention that the responses of iDopa neuronal net-

works to FSK/ROL treatment reflect an LTP-like phenotype

is based on functional and molecular lines of evidence.

First, a 30-min exposure potentiates firing and network

bursting rates acutely and then for 48–72 h after drug

washout, consistent with E-LTP and the long-lasting synap-

tic strengthening that characterizes L-LTP, respectively. Sec-

ond, we observed molecular hallmarks of LTP after drug

washout, including phosphorylation of CREB, increased

IEG protein expression, and a transcriptomic profile at

5 h that is consistent with neuronal activity-regulated

expression.

Synaptic plasticity is a fundamental aspect of mature

neuronal function that has not been extensively explored

in hiPSC-derived neurons. Our cLTP platform comple-

ments published studies demonstrating locally induced

LTP on networks of hiPSC-derived neurons (Autar et al.,

2022; Caneus et al., 2020; Dong et al., 2020; Odawara

et al., 2016). These studies support our observation of

LTP-like plasticity across cultured hiPSC-derived neuronal

networks and underscore the utility of developingmultiple

complementary approaches. In contrast to cLTP, these local

modes of LTP induction offermore physiologically relevant

stimulation paradigms. However, the cLTP assay we devel-

oped has several advantages, including potentiation that

persists for days, allowing longer-term studies of L-LTP,

enabling detection of molecular changes by potentiation

of the entire network, and, finally, a higher-throughput

format.

Our analyses showed that the iDopa cell population

we used is a combination of DA, glutamatergic, and

GABAergic neurons, with a gene expression signature

consistent with ventral midbrain DA nuclei, including

the VTA, which is known to be associated with neuropsy-

chiatric and neurodegenerative diseases as well as addictive

behaviors (Chen et al., 2021; Langlois and Nugent, 2017).

Taken together with our observation that a subset of

cLTP-induced upregulated genes associated with the GO

term ‘‘synapse’’ have been identified as loci associated

with nicotine addiction and schizophrenia (Hu et al.,

2018), these data suggest that a cLTP-MEA assay could be

a valuable tool to investigate synaptic plasticity in VTA

neurons derived from hiPSCs from individuals harboring

risk alleles for these disorders. A recent study of hiPSC-

derived ventral midbrain DA neurons bearing 16p11.2

copy number variants (CNVs) associated with schizo-

phrenia, autism, and intellectual disability demonstrated

hyperactivity on MEAs (Sundberg et al., 2021).

Our study also began to probe the mechanism underly-

ing cLTP on iDopa cultures. In contrast to studies of
FSK/ROL-mediated cLTP on mouse hippocampal slices

(Otmakhov et al., 2004) and hiPSC-derived cortical

neurons (Fink et al., 2021), demonstrating NMDAR depen-

dence, we found that cLTP on iDopa neuronal networks

was largely NMDAR independent, with APV only causing

a minor reduction in NB frequency 4 h after FSK/ROL

washout, but not at 24 h. We also observed that cLTP on

iDopa neuronal networks did not depend on several other

calcium sources, CP-AMPAR, and L-, R-, and T-type VGCCs.

It is possible that there are multiple sources of calcium en-

try so that blocking only one is not sufficient. There are

other potential sources of calcium entry that we did not

assess, including N- and P/Q-type VGCCs, metabotropic

glutamate receptors, and internal stores, which will be

explored in follow-up studies. It is also possible that cal-

cium entry is not required. For instance, in a presynaptic

form of LTP that occurs at fibers parallel to Purkinje synap-

ses, elevation of presynaptic cAMP levels via FSK enhances

glutamate release even in the presence of the R-type-VGCC

blockers, bypassing the calcium trigger that stimulates ad-

enylyl cyclase in this system (Myoga and Regehr, 2011).

Finally, the immaturity of iPSC neuronsmay affect require-

ments for calcium entry because it has been shown in ro-

dents that signaling cascades that mediate LTP display

developmental stage-dependent differences (Lohmann

and Kessels, 2014). For instance, rodent studies on rodent

hippocampal slices have shown that, in contrast to LTP at

mature stages, LTP at neonatal stages requires PKA but

not CaMKII (Yasuda et al., 2003).

We also investigated the role of BDNF in FSK/ROL-medi-

ated cLTP on iDopa cultures. We found that BDNF was

released into CM collected 1 h after FSK/ROL washout,

consistent with reports that TrkB is rapidly activated by

FSK-mediated potentiation (Patterson et al., 2001). We

showed that cLTP on iDopa neuronal networks partially

depends on BDNF, based on our observation that potentia-

tionwas attenuated by adding the BDNF scavenger TrkB-Fc.

BDNF is a key factor in multiple neurological disorders

(Johnstone and Mobley, 2020). Reduced BDNF concentra-

tions have been found in the blood and brain of individuals

with psychiatric and neurodegenerative disorders (Lima

Giacobbo et al., 2019), and its genetic variants have been

implicated in neuropsychiatric and substance dependence

disorders (Zhang et al., 2006). Given the critical role of

BDNF in plasticity and neurological disease, our observa-

tions suggest that FSK/ROL-mediated cLTP will be a valu-

able assay for studying BDNF activity in hiPSC-based

neuronal network models.

Our observation that BDNF was not sufficient to mimic

the effects of cLTP-CM suggests that other factors released

into the medium 1 h after drug washout are necessary to

support cLTP-mediated potentiation. Further analysis of

cLTP-CM will be performed in future studies; however, an
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obvious candidate is glutamate, consistent with multiple

reports of FSK-mediated enhancement of glutamate release

(Chavez-Noriega and Stevens, 1994; Kaneko and Takaha-

shi, 2004; Sakaba and Neher, 2001). cLTP-CM potentiated

activity when added to CTRL wells, but this potentiation

did not reach the same levels, nor did it last as long as

that observed when cLTP-CM was added to cLTP-treated

wells. Our observation that cLTP-CM elicited short-lasting

potentiation on CTRL wells that did not persist after

washout suggests that excitatory factors released into the

medium are not able to trigger an L-LTP like phenotype

on their own and that the initial, early phase FSK/ROL-

mediated elevation of cAMP is necessary for this late phase

to occur. Our results are consistent with a model where

long-lasting FSK/ROL-mediated potentiation of iDopa

neuronal networks depends on release of factors, including

BDNF, and increased activity-dependent gene expression

through activation of CREB.

The cLTP platform we developed offers the opportunity

to couple analyses of electrophysiological activity to

studies of molecular mechanisms of LTP in hiPSC

neuronal networks, a powerful approach in the context

of human genetics reflected by hiPSC-based models of

neurological disease. The higher-throughput format en-

ables its use for drug screening, optimization of culture

conditions that support neuronal plasticity, and pheno-

type discovery across panels of lines from affected

individuals.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Co-culture of iDopa neurons and iCell astrocytes on

MEA plates
All human stem cell culture was performed under approval from

the Stem Cell Research Oversight (SCRO) panel at Sanford Burn-

ham Prebys Medical Discovery Institute. 48-well MEA plates

(Axion BioSystems) were coated following the manufacturer’s

instructions. iCell DopaNeurons (iDopas) and iCell Astrocytes (iAs-

tros) (FujifilmCellular Dynamics) were thawed following theman-

ufacturer’s recommendations and resuspended at a ratio of 8:1 in

NBA-K medium (Neurobasal A medium (Gibco|Thermo-Fisher Sci-

entific) with 10% Knock-out serum replacement (KOSR) (Gibco|

Thermo-Fisher Scientific). See supplemental experimental proced-

ures for complete medium formulation). A 10-mL drop of 80,000

iDopa neurons and 10,000 iAstros was then dispensed directly

into the 10 mL drop of laminin in eachwell. After 45min in a tissue

culture incubator, 300 mL of NBA-K medium was added to each

well. Cultures were fed every other day by exchanging 66% of

the medium. The culture was maintained in NBA-K medium for

the first 5 days after plating. At that point, it was switched to

BrainPhys Complete (Bardy et al., 2015). All medium formulations

and methods for generation and culture of hiPSC-derived cortical

neurons, immunocytochemistry, and image analysis are detailed

in the supplemental experimental procedures.
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Drug treatments
Drug treatments were performed approximately 4–5 weeks after

plating. BrainPhys supplements were removed from the culture

medium before drug treatment. For induction of cLTP, an initial

baseline recording was taken, and immediately thereafter, 30 mL

of medium per well (of a total of 300 mL) was removed. Then

30 mL of medium with a 103 concentration of cLTP drugs was

added, and the plate was returned to the incubator. MEA plates

were recorded for 5 min at 30 min after drug addition, and then

drugs were washed out. The plates were then recorded at the times

noted. Drugs used, drug treatment protocols, MEA recording, and

MEAdata analysismethods are detailed in the supplemental exper-

imental procedures.

RNA-seq analysis
cLTP and DMSO treated iDopa/iAstro co-cultures on 48 well MEA

plateswereharvested5hafter FSK/ROLwashout.Triplicate samples

were prepared for cLTP andCTRL, with each sample comprised of 8

wells combined. Total RNA was isolated using an RNeasy mini kit

(QIAGEN) and treated with DNase (QIAGEN). Invitrogen Qubit

and Agilent Technologies TapeStation were used to determine

RNA concentration and integrity, respectively, before library prep-

aration. Poly(A) RNA was isolated using the NEBNext Poly(A)

mRNA Magnetic Isolation Module, and barcoded libraries were

made using the NEBNext Ultra II Directional RNA Library Prep

Kit for Illumina (New England Biolabs). Libraries were pooled and

single end sequenced (1 3 75) on the Illumina NextSeq 500 using

the High Output V2 kit (Illumina). RNA-seq data analysis methods

are detailed in the supplemental experimental procedures.

Statistical analysis
All statistical tests and sample sizes are included in the figure

legends and text. Data in graphs are shown as mean ± SD, and

p values are indicated as *0.05 > p R 0.01, **0.01 > p R 0.001,

***0.001 > p R 0.0001, ****p < 0.0001.

Data and code availability
The accession number for the RNA-seq data reported in this paper

is Gene Expression Omnibus: GSE193191.
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